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LB Adarius Taylor: 
On his decisions to sign with the Browns and the impact of playing with defensive coordinator Steve 
Wilks: 
“I just have seen what is here on paper. That was a big part of my decision, and of course, Steve Wilks and 
(run game coordinator/linebackers coach) Al Holcomb and my connection with those guys, and the 
defensive scheme that they run, I am very familiar with it and I respect it. I love that defense. That was a 
big thing in the process for me.” 
 
On his biggest strength at LB: 
“I see myself as being balanced and being able to do everything. I am a big team guy so whatever the team 
needs me to do, I can do it.” 
 
On playing behind the Browns DL that has a lot of talent: 
“Everything starts with the D line. If the D line is playing well, of course, everybody else around them is 
going to look good, too. I am excited about playing behind those guys.” 
 
On if he is most comfortable in a specific LB position, given he played multiple spots last year: 
“Being young my first few years, I was comfortable just at weak side linebacker, but as time went on, I 
have played a good amount at all three spots. To me, they are all the same. Wherever I am needed, I can 
make an impact.” 
 
On if he believes he can help other Browns defensive players learn the new defense and terminology: 
“I do because I have been in the position before where I have to learn this scheme. I know things that helped 
me understand it, and I know ways that guys helped me understand it like (Panthers LB) Luke Kuechly and 
(Chargers LB) Thomas Davis so I can just translate that and pass it on to some of these guys.” 
 
On how he performed with his increased opportunity following Buccaneers LB Kwon Alexander’s 
last year and the importance of competing for a starting position with the Browns: 
“You never want a guy to go down, and I was actually playing strong side linebacker at the time and Kwon 
went down. I had to step in at the MIKE position, run the whole defense and call the plays and stuff like 
that. It opened up my eyes because I had never started at the MIKE position before last year. I just learned 
a lot of things and how to communicate with different guys and got that experience of how to run the 
defense.” 
 
On if his mindset is to earn a starting position after having the opportunity to play a lot last season: 
“Yeah, I definitely am coming here to start and play. We will see what the team needs me to do, but I came 
here to start.” 
 
On if the Browns gave him the impression he would start this season: 
“No impressions [that I would start] or anything like that. That is just a personal goal of mine and is 
something that I am going to do on my own.” 
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